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1. Introduction
The incredible development that industrial silicon based photovoltaic devices have followed
for the last decades has been related to the consecution of a simple, easy and economically
feasible way to define the electrical contacts of the devices. Due to the size of silicon
photovoltaic device in relation to its substrate wafer size (one device per wafer), traditional
microelectronic means to define contact (using metal evaporation in vacuum and
photolithographic processes) are not economically appropriate for the mass production
devices. Screen-printing technique has represented the perfect means to allow the
production cost reduction, and the strong introduction of photovoltaic devices for terrestrial
applications in the global market.
Although similar primitive printing techniques have been known by the mankind thousand
of years ago, the industrial introduction of the screen-printing technique had to wait till the
end of the XIX century, beginning of the XX century. Its application in the textile industry
started the beginning of its intensive use. It was in the second half of the XX century when
electronic industry started to employ this technique in the field of the hybrid circuits for the
deposition of dielectric and conductive layers; but its first applications in the photovoltaic
industry dates from 1975-6 (Ralph, 1975); (Haigh, 1976). Since then, improvements of the
screen-printing techniques and metal pastes for the creation of contacts have been crucial for
the development and improvement that industrial produced silicon solar cells have
followed, becoming the heart of its fabrication processes.
But the technical characteristics of the screen-printed contacts are far from the ones obtained
when a metal is deposited on the silicon surface with a microelectronic process in vacuum
conditions, introducing limitations to the final energy conversion efficiency that devices can
reach. The strong interest in increasing the conversion efficiency of industrial solar cells is
encouraging the appearance of new research focused on overcoming this limitations. For
this reason, advances and new developments in other techniques seem to be the future way
to get improved contacts in mass production device fabrication. The application of these
could mean changes in the nowadays standard processing technology that would be
introduced by the industry in coming years.
This chapter aims to present the curent contact definition technique, reviewing the screenprinting technology, and the ways followed to optimize its results, getting higher
conversion efficiencies in devices; some design topics for the front grid patterns will be
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discussed, finishing with a quick introductory view on the future of the industrial silicon
solar cell with special attention to its contact definition.

2. Screen printing of metallic contacts basic fundamentals
The screen printing process consists in the transference of an ink or paste (with a specific
viscosity) through a screen that allows its pass in a defined pattern, thanks to the pressure
applied by a squeegee fixed in a moving part. Basic parts of a system for a solar cell screenprinting definition process are:
•
The screen, comprising a frame that holds a stretched fabric with a photo stencil
attached to the mesh with the required design of the grid pattern.
•
A squeegee, comprising a holder with a fixed, flexible, resilient blade.
•
A metallic conductive paste that is transferred to the device surface,
•
And a silicon substrate located in a chuck aligned with the pattern to be transferred.
After a flooding of the screen with paste, the moving of the squeegee produces the
deposition of the paste in the wafer surface as can be seen in the Fig. 1 where all the steps in
a printing cycle are shown.

Fig. 1. Printing cycle steps, main parts of screen-printing machine are detailed along with
the process sequence followed to define the contact
The result of this printing process that affects the final solar cell efficiency is highly
dependent on a big number of different parameters, not only related to the raw materials
involved in this production step, such as the properties of metallic pastes (viscosity and
rheology) or wafers characteristics such as homogeneity in thickness or flatness, but also
related to the used screens, squeegees, and the set of processing parameters related to the
printing process. All of these parameters are related and require a practical optimization in
order to get an improved result of the printing definition.
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It can be said that the more homogeneous the device structure (in the whole surface area),
the more efficient the final solar cell. Therefore a homogeneous definition of the front
contact is important in order to get an optimal industrial solar cell.
Among the processing parameter are the pressure applied by the squeegee, the speed of its
printing movement and the related position of the wafer surface with respect to the screen
position. While among the parameter related with the screens that define the pattern, it can
be found the material of the fabric (typically stain-steel due to its good response for mass
production), its constituent wires’ diameter and mesh density (wires per centimetre), the
thickness of the fabric, its attached emulsion or film, and the stretching of the mesh of the
screen.
All this set of parameters and its effects (studied early in the literature of the thick film
technology field (Holmes & Loasby, 1976)) makes the printing a complex process to be
optimised, which must be analysed on the industrial environment with the help of statistical
tools based in the final device performance, and the optical and electrical characterization of
the final contact definition of the produced solar cells; always inside specific designs of
experiments where parameter are changed in defined working ranges (using a DOE analysis
tool).

3. Composition of metallic pastes
3.1 Front paste composition
Metallic contact nowadays employed by the industry are based on the use of silver as a
conductive metal due to its good contact properties with n type silicon, its good
conductivity and its excellent solderability (needed for the later interconnection of cells). To
make the deposition of this metallic contact with a screenprinting technique possible, with
the goal of reaching a final correct mechanical adhesion to the surfaces and good electrical
properties, special metallic pastes have been developed for the solar cell industry.
Silver powder represents the 70-85% in weight of the commercial pastes with a mixture of
different shaped particles, of different sizes (as spherical powder grains or flakes), that are
responsible for the paste conductivity and final cohesion of the contact.
The rest of the paste components are extremely sensitive to the device surface that want to
be contacted (with different dielectrics layers of different thickness that pastes must go
through), and to the specific processing of contact creations such as temperature profiles
and processing times. These are:
•
Powder of glass frits.
Glass frits are metal oxides that play the most important role in the formation of the
contact because its function is to melt the dielectric layers (by forming eutectic alloys of
lower melting point), that are deposited or grown on the silicon emitter, allowing the
metal particles to reach the silicon surface. Additionally its content determines the
adhesion of the paste to the silicon substrate.
An example of the different glass frits contain of two pastes is shown in Table 1 (Firor &
Hogan, 1981)
•
Organic compounds used as a vehicle to transport the suspended silver and glass
particles, allowing its disposal with the screen printing techniques. Among these
organic compounds are:
Organic solvent to allow the mixture to be used as a paint, and
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Organic binders to maintain the particles joined once the solvents have been evaporated
(cellulosic resins) after transferring of pattern.
Other additives to modify the rheological properties of the mixture and its interaction
with the substrate surfaces (wetting agents).
Composition of the glass frits contain (% weight)
Glass

Paste 1
Phosphate glass based

Paste 2
Borosilicate glass based
( the most important type)

Al2O3

11.6

14.6

B2O3

--

2.1

BaO

0.2

--

CdO

--

0.6

CaO

8.6

0.2

CuO

7.7

0.6

Fe2O3

1.4

--

Na2O

4.1

--

P2O5

65.8

4.4

PbO

--

51.8

SiO2

0.61

25

ZnO

--

0.8

Table 1. Different glass frit contain, two examples of different pastes are evaluated
Although the exact formulations of metallization pastes are kept as industrial secrets it is
possible to summarise the general components of a typical front contact paste as it is shown
in table 2
Components

(Wt.%)

Silver

70 - 85

Glass Frits

0-5

Cellulosic Resin

3 - 15

Solvent (Pine Oil or Glycol Ethers)

3 - 15

Additives (Rheological Modifiers and Surfactants)

0-2

Table 2. Components of industrial screen-printing pastes for the definition of the front
contact
All the components are dispersed and intimately mixed by using agitators, three roll mills or
any similar equipment.
Front Pastes are typically designed to find a compromise between a situation that obtains a
good final diode quality after processing (reached with higher metal particle sizes and frits
with a higher melting temperature points), and a situation that makes easy the electrical
contact with the emitter (reached with lower metal particle sizes and frits with a lower
melting temperature points).
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3.2 Rear paste composition
As for the front contact, the rear contact is also deposited by screen-printing techniques in
nowadays industrial solar cells. In this case, as the type of silicon that must be contacted is p,
the metal that constitutes the paste for the rear contact is Aluminium instead of Silver. But
due to the problems of solderability that this material presents, with the formation of its
surface oxide, industrial definition of the rear contact is carried out with a double step
printing that defines:
•
First the area that will be used, later on, to bond the connection ribbons (tabs), using a
paste based on silver or silver and aluminium mixtures;
•
And a second printing process that must be aligned with the first, with a paste based on
aluminium particles to create the rear structure of the industrial solar cells knows as bsf
(back surface field), due to the electrical field that aluminium doping generates in the
silicon bulk near the surface.
Apart from the different metal particles of this pastes, the rest of the components that
constitutes the final mixture are more or less the same because frits to improve adhesion and
to remove residual dielectric layers, that can appear due to processing, are also needed,
although in a lesser extend.
3.3 Supplied pastes properties
Among the parameters typically reported by the paste suppliers it is possible to find:
•
The ‘Viscosity’, whose characterization should report the measured value along with
equipment used to measure viscosity (spindle or cone/plate) and temperature.
•
Possible 'Thinners’ that are listed in the event of needed viscosity adjustments.
•
The ‘Solids Content’ that is reported for combined inorganic content (in absence of
organic) and ‘Metal Content’.
•
The ‘Fineness of Grind’ (FOG) that is reported for the first scratch (≤).
•
Some after processing parameters such as: the ‘Dried Thickness’ and ‘Fired Thickness’
that are given as a range reported in μm, and the ‘Resistivity’ (for a fired thickness
given in mΩ/square).
•
Some processing parameters such as the ‘Drying Profile’ giving applicable ranges and
necessary durations, the ‘Peak temperature’ that gives the optimal firing range, the
‘Peak Duration’ reporting the optimal value or a range and the ‘Firing Atmosphere’ that
is typically air.
•
And other supplied parameters such as the ‘Shelf Life’ of the paste that is listed for a
properly sealed container.

4. Contact formation, the co-firing process
As both contacts of solar cells are nowadays deposited using the same technique, pastes are
designed to follow a common thermal final treatment that creates the contact in both faces of
the cell. This process is called ‘co-firing’ and industrially is carried out with in-line belt
furnaces in a (typically) air atmosphere during processing. The sequence to produce the
final cell structure is:
•
Printing of the front (silver) contact
•
Drying of the front contact
•
Printing of the back contact (aluminium contact with two printing processes as was
introduced in previous section, with a drying process before the second printing process)
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•
Drying of the Back contact
•
Co-firing process, to create the contact, and a
•
Laser isolation process (if wafers have not been previously isolated chemically)
It is important to keep the defined order in these steps to avoid any possible aluminium
contamination of the front side of devices that would destroy the performance of the final
cells (by creating a serious shunting problem of the p-n junction).
During the co-firing process wafers follow a fast process with a defined temperature profile
similar to the one that is shown in Fig. 2, resulting in chemical and structural changes inside
the printed pastes and substrate surfaces.

Fig. 2. Temperature profile of the furnace for the co-firing process, and time of processing
The organic components that keep the dried metallic pastes attached to the surfaces are burn
out at the beginning of the process at temperatures below 600º C, step that is also used to
produce the diffusion of passivating hydrogen from the antireflective layer to the silicon
bulk. After this step the formation of the contact takes place at higher temperatures during
the firing peak. At this point glass frits (PbO-BO3-SiO2) melt the silicon nitride while silver
particles are transported through this melted mixture and suffer a sintering process that
creates a conductive film.
Liquid Pb generated during the chemical reaction etches the silicon surface in places where,
during cooling, silver uses to recrystallize creating silver crystallites that are responsible for
the ohmic contact with the emitter.
After these steps the silver and glass frits mixture solidify creating a conductive contact that
combines a direct contact between the sintered silver and the silver crystallites, a tunnelling
contact through frits, and regions without electrical contact.
On the other hand, at the rear surface aluminium paste follow the same burn out of organic
components as a first step. When temperature are above 660ºC the aluminium melt and can
go through the oxide that covers the particles (its oxide). The melted aluminium reaches the
silicon surface, and silicon is solved following the phase diagram of the Si-Al alloy. During
cooling down, silicon is rejected from the melt and recrystallize as an epitaxial Al-doped
layer creating a bsf.
When temperature are below 577ºC, the melted alloy solidify with the eutectic composition
creating a layer whose contact with the silicon produces the typical bow of this aluminium
bsf device structure.
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Controlling the bowing produced at the creation of the contact is one of the most important
issues for the industry nowadays. The most extended technique to keep controlled the
bowing is to control the weight of aluminium deposited through the weighting of the
deposited paste (between 6 and 10 mg/cm2 of dried paste).

5. Practical industrial optimization of the metallization process
Industrial optimization of the firing process are carried out by means of a simplified DOE
(Design of Experiment) that tries to find the optimal firing peak temperature for a specific
thickness of substrates with a defined weight of rear aluminium paste deposited, once the
wafers are right printed, and pastes are dried (in-line furnaces must be previously adjusted
to ensure a perfect drying that eliminates many in other way existing problems).
Fig. 3 shows the typical shape of the optimal metallization process working window as a
function of the processing speed (speed of the furnace belt) and the furnace firing zone
temperature; the effect of the substrate thickness on the right working window and its
orientation inside the furnace during processing is also shown.

Fig. 3. Optimal Firing working window variation, picture on the left shows the dependency
of the thickness of substrates, while picture on the right shows that when the front side is
put on the belt, higher firing peak temperatures are needed
A set of wafers with the same characteristics are split in groups that will be processed at a
different firing temperatures, always with the same chain speed that is previously fixed.
Taking the electrical results of the processed cells (Maximum Power and Fill Factor) it can be
established the position of the optimal processing temperature in each case. Fig. 4 shows a
practical example of contact optimisation.
Other characterisation techniques such as Corescan (Van der Heide et al., A 2002); (Van der
Heide et al., B 2002) can also be used with optimization purposes, its measurements allow to
determining local problems related to the existence of cool spots during firing,
contamination problems, and processing defects in other steps of the production that can
generate problems during contact creation.

6. Series resistance analytical modelling and optimal design for the front grid
of industrial solar cells
The continuous rises in current that industrial photovoltaic devices have been undergoing
due to the continuous improvement of materials, processing, device design and over all,
substrate wafer size increase, make its associated device power losses also increase. Thus,
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Fig. 4. Firing process optimization, example of a firing optimization attending to the final
Fill Factor of resulting cells processed with its bsf rear contact on the furnace belt during
firing. Corescan analysis for each temperature is also shown
series resistance of cells that introduces this power loss constitutes a key factor that must be
taken into account in order to reach higher energy conversion efficiencies. Series resistance
components characterization and its associated power losses have a great importance in the
cell and module fabrication field (Luque et al., 1986); (Roberts et al., 2000). It has a potential
application in grid design, metallization paste research and development, solder or
conductive adhesives contact resistance requirements, and number of solder points
(Caballero et al., 2006) and interconnection ribbon thickness selection.
Impact of the grid pattern design in the final series resistance of an industrial screen-printed
silicon solar cell is known to be one of the strongest, so the correct design of the typical H
pattern industrial front grids (a set of fingers orthogonal to two main collecting bus-bars)
can improve the final device performance.
This section will deal with this task, showing how it is possible to optimise the design of
front grid through the use of an analytical modelling derived from the theoretical
expressions of the power loss for each part of the device. The presented modelling will take
into account only the contributions that compose the series resistance of a solar cell with
total aluminium rear bsf, leaving out of this text the cell interconnection inside a module and
the analysis of all the additional contributions to the module series resistance that can
appear, just in order to get a simple reference tool for further future analysis.
6.1 Cell series resistance components
When a cross-section of a simple cell is analysed it can be easily distinguished all the layers
responsible for the different components of the series resistance, each one produces a power
loss associated to the pass of the current through its volume. The total series resistance is the
addition of all these components as it is plotted in the equivalent circuit of Fig. 5.
The proposed analytical model calculate the series resistance of a square cell as the result of
the parallel association of multiple unitary basic cells (neglecting the interconnection
resistance between them) in which all the components of the series resistance are calculated.
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Fig. 5. Components of the cell’s series resistance, equivalent circuit for an Aluminium bsf
solar cell are shown inside the dashed box
Considering that current is extracted from the soldered points that join the bus bar with the
interconnection conductive ribbons (tabs), and these points are homogeneously distributed
along the bus bar, it is possible to define a basic unitary cell and the number of them that are
needed to get the total series resistance (being each soldered point in contact with four
unitary cells), as it is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Basic calculus cell for two bus-bar, it is shown the basic unitary cell size for the case of
having two collecting bus-bars with a variable number of bonding points per bus-bar in the
solar cell
The higher the number of soldered points per bus-bar the more accurate the result of this
simple modelling, because in that way, the real current flow in an interconnected solar cell
produces a natural distribution of the device in regions that are more similar to the basic cell
proposed by this modelling.
Components of the unitary basic cell’s series resistance are detailed in Table 3; expressions
such as the emitter, finger and bus components are deduced from matching the power loss
integrated along the current path (increasing the current along this path) with the power
loss associated to an equivalent resistance crossed by the total current (ITotal2 Requivalent).
It must be noted that series resistance associated to the BSF layer has been neglected due to
its low value.
Equations that are summarized in Table 3 include characteristic parameters from the different
materials, such as ρbase (bulk resistivity of the wafer), ρmetal, RFrontPaste and RBackPaste (resistivity of
the metallic grid in Ωcm and semiconductor-metal contact specific resistivities in Ωcm2);
characteristic parameters from the process and wafer such as Re (Emitter layer resistance in
Ω/square), L(wafer side) and wbase (base width); and grid design parameters such as
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Component

Expression
REmitter =

Emitter

n ⋅ s2

Rbase = ρ base

Base

R finger =

Metallic finger

R fc =

Rear contact resistance

ρ metal
3n

⋅

L
wbus hbus

8n ⋅ s ⋅ RFrontPaste
L ⋅ w f ⋅ L + 2 wbus ⋅ s − w f

(

Rbc =

Front contact resistance

8n ⋅ wbase
L2

)

n ⋅ s ρ metal ⎛ L
⎞
⋅
⎜ − wbus ⎟
3L w f h f ⎝ 2
⎠

Rbus =

Bus bar

(

Re
3L L 2 − wbus

(

8n ⋅ RBackPaste
L2

))

Table 3. Analytical expressions of the series resistance components for a two bus-bar cell
wbus, f (width of buses or fingers), hbus, f (high of buses or fingers) and s (separation between
fingers). All the expressions include the number of bonding points per busbar referred as n.
As the total series resistance for the solar cell is the parallel of all the unitary basic cells, it
can be expressed as:

RSeries Total =

∑R

Components

8n
With a set of values typical from the industrial environment as could be:
L
wbase

ρbase
wbus
wf
hbus
hf
s

156 mm

200-240 μm
1 Ωcm
1.8-2 mm

100-150 μm
25 μm

12 μm
1.8-2.5 mm

Re

45 Ω/sqr

RFrontPaste (Recart,2001)

~10 mΩcm2

RBackPaste (Recart,2001)

~10 mΩcm2

ρmetal (Recart,2001)

2-3 ·10-6 Ωcm

Table 4. Typical technological values for the industrial solar cell
The modelling of the series resistance is complete and can be used to include its effect in the
simulation of a device performance.
With these parameters it is possible to evaluate the effect of the number of solder spots (contact
points with the interconnection tab) in the series resistance as it is shown in Fig. 7. This
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analysis shows that a number of contact points higher than eight points per bus in industrial
solar cells produces an increment in series resistance of devices that can be neglected.
0.45
0.4
Δ Rs (mOhm)

0.35
0.3

Rs (14 spots)=2.63 mOhm

0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 12 13 14

Solder spots per bus-bar

Fig. 7. Reduction of the series resistance with the increment of bonding points per bus-bar,
result of the modelling are presented as an increment with respect to the situation of having
14 bonding point.
Joining this series resistance parameters and the response of an ideal diode, inside a
modelling of solar cell, allows to optimise the design of front grids for each specific case,
knowing for example the optimal finger separation that must be selected to get the highest
conversion efficiency. So using the mathematical expressions proposed elsewhere (Luque et
al., 1986), it is possible to have a modelling whose input parameters are just the photogenerated current density (JSC) without front grid, the open circuit voltage (VOC) reached by
the device and the parameters needed to model the series resistance. An example of the
results of such a modelling is shown in Fig. 8 where the effect of finger separation on
efficiency is studied for the case of having a JSC=36.5 mA/cm2, VOC= 616 mV and the set of
defining parameters presented previously in this section.

Fig. 8. Efficiency as a function of finger separation, the resulting efficiency of the
mathematical modelling is plotted as a function of the finger separation when the set of
parameters of Table 4 is used (with a 100 μm fingers width)
6.2 Three buses vs. two buses design for an industrial solar cell
The modelling of the previous subsection can be used as a easy tool to evaluate changes in
the industrial development of solar cells, not only the improvement in material properties,
but also changes of the design of the metallic contact.
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The increase in size solar cells have followed last years has motivated the appearance of new
designs with three bus-bars to collect the generated current instead of two, but, what is the
effect of this change of the front grid design in the performance of the solar cells?. This
section will discuss on this topic. A comparison is carried out based on the analytical
modelling results of the two alternative designs that nowadays it is possible to find in the
industry (two and three bus-bars). The proposed model needs to be adapted to introduce
the calculus of the resistance of the three bus-bars cell. Table 5 summarises the expressions
of the components of the resistance, while Fig. 9 presents the efficiencies of both cases as a
function of the shadowing factor for the optimal finger separation in each point. In both
cases fingers of the grid have 100 μm width, so to get a specific shadowing factor, just the
bus-bar width can be modify (as it is plotted in Fig. 9). The rest of design parameters are the
same presented in Table 4 with a wbase of 200 μm and a ρmetal of 3 ·10-6 Ωcm.
Component

Expression
REmitter =

Emitter

n ⋅ s2

Re
3L ⎛ L
⎞
⎜ − wbus ⎟
⎝3
⎠

Rbase = ρbase

Base

R finger =

Metallic finger

n ⋅ s ρ metal ⎛ L
⎞
⋅
⎜ − wbus ⎟
3L w f h f ⎝ 3
⎠

Rbus =

Bus bar
Rear contact resistance

R fc =

ρ metal
3n

⋅

L
wbus hbus

12 ⋅ n ⋅ s ⋅ RFrontPaste
L ⋅ w f ⋅ L + 3 ⋅ wbus ⋅ s − w f

(

Rbc =

Front contact resistance

12 ⋅ n ⋅ wbase
L2

(

12 ⋅ n ⋅ RBackPaste
L2

))

Table 5. Analytical expressions of the series resistance components for a three bus-bar cell
With a total series resistance that is:

RSeries Total =

∑R

Components

12n

From Fig. 9 it is clear that three bus-bars design presents an improved performance that
produce an increase of 0.1 points in efficiency. This efficiency increase comes from the
reduction of the finger resistivity as can be seen in the resistance distribution carried out for
a fixed shadowing factor of 7.34% that is shown in Fig. 10, this is why it is important to
notice that an improvement in material parameters, such as conductivity or contact
resistance of pastes, can reduce the difference between the results of the two patterns (for
example a reduction of paste resistivity to 1·10-6 Ωcm and a contact resistance of metalsemiconductor of 1 mΩcm2 would result in a difference of just 0.05 points in efficiency).
In addition to the efficiency increase the three bus-bars design has another advantage that is
the reduction of interconnection power loss in the final module, although the width of the
bus-bar is reduced in the three buses design to have the same metal covering factor (when
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finger width is kept as a constant), as can be seen in Fig. 9, it must be taken into account that
the total interconnection width (addition of the width of all the bus-bars) is higher, reducing
the resistance associated to the tabbing interconnection (that have the same width than the
bus-bar) and thus the final module power loss. For example, for a shadowing factor of 7.34%
in the presented case of Fig. 9, the relative reduction of power loss in the tab interconnection
can be estimated in 12.4% for a series association of cells independently of the tab thickness
used (when the same tab thickness is used in both two and three buses case).

Fig. 9. Comparison between two and three bus-bar cell behaviour for the case of having
fingers of 100μm width (fixed), picture on the left shows the efficiency as a function of
shadowing factor of the front grid, while picture on the right shows the bus-bar width
needed to reach an specific shadowing factor

Fig. 10. Series resistance component distribution for cells with two and three bus-bars, cells
with the same shadowing factor of the grid and finger width (different bus-bar width) are
studied for the optimal finger separation of each case. The reduction of total resistance is
mainly due to a reduction of the component associated to fingers
6.3 Multi-bus bar solar cell concept
Taking the results shown in the previous section, it is clear that solar cell performance is
improved with the addition of one bus more to its front contact grid, but what happens
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when a bigger number of buses are added to the front grid design? Can we expect further
improvement?. To answer these questions we need to modify the mathematical expressions
of the analytical model to evaluate the new situation that is shown in Fig. 11.

Fig. 11. Basic calculus cell for a variable number of bus-bar, it is shown the basic unitary cell
size for the case of having N collecting bus-bars with n bonding points per bus-bar in the
solar cell
With this configuration, expressions of the different components of the series resistance will
change as it is shown in Table 6, where N is the number of buses and the rest of symbols
represent the same parameter as in Table 3.
Component
Emitter

Base

Metallic finger

Expression

REmitter =

Front contact resistance

Re
3L ⎛ L
⎞
⎜ − wbus ⎟
⎝N
⎠

Rbase = ρ base

R finger =

R fc =

4 N ⋅ n ⋅ wbase
L2

n ⋅ s ρ metal ⎛ L
⎞
⋅
⎜ − wbus ⎟
3L w f h f ⎝ N
⎠

Rbus =

Bus bar

Rear contact resistance

n ⋅ s2

ρ metal
3n

⋅

L
wbus hbus

4 N ⋅ n ⋅ s ⋅ RFrontPaste
L ⋅ w f ⋅ L + N ⋅ wbus ⋅ s − w f

(

Rbc =

(

4 N ⋅ n ⋅ RBackPaste
L2

))

Table 6. Analytical expressions of the series resistance components for a multi bus-bar cell
(with a number of bus-bars equal to N)
Total solar cell series resistance corresponds in this case to the expression:
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4n ⋅ N

Components

With these new analytical modelling and the set of values for each technological parameter
presented in the previous section, it is possible to extend the study of the performance of
cells with two and three buses to a bigger number of buses, as it is plotted in Fig. 12, where
the maximum possible efficiencies (reached with the optimal design of grid) are shown as a
function of the covering factor for a grid with 100 microns finger width.

Fig. 12. Comparison between behaviour of cells with a different number of bus-bars for the
case of having fingers of 100μm width (fixed), picture on the left shows the efficiency as a
function of shadowing factor of the front grid, while picture on the right shows the bus-bar
needed to reach an specific shadowing factor
When the number of bus-bars increases an improvement in efficiency is reached, but this
improvement, due to the addition of one new bus-bar, makes lower when the total number
of buses increase as can be seen in Fig. 12.
As in the case of using three bus-bars, when the number of bus-bars is increased a further
reduction of the interconnection module power losses is obtained. It can be calculated from
the example referred in Fig. 12 (for a shadowing factor of 7.5%) that a relative power loss
reduction of 11.7% (with respect to the two bus-bars configuration) would be reach with
three bus- bars, while it would be 15.5%, 18.3%, and 18.3% with four, six and eight bus-bars
respectively.
Nowadays technological parameters make possible the improvement of solar cells with the
addition of more buses mainly thanks to the reduction of the finger resistance. The
improvement is not so high for more than three or four buses, and it must be taken into
account that a future improvement in conductivity of metal pastes or its resulting finger
cross section’s aspect ratio would produce a lower improvement, due to the addition of
more buses.
6.4 Modelling the effects of future improvements in metallization of solar cells
The proposed modelling of the series resistance constitutes a powerful tool to know how
industrial solar cells can evolve thanks to the improvement of metallic pastes, or new
passivation processing for bulk and surface. With this purpose the modelling will be used to
evaluate the efficiency of a solar cell (with an optimal H-pattern grid design) when it
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happens a change in the technological parameters related to the metallic contact (resistivity
of metal and contact resistance) or in the Voc (parameter that is related to the passivation of
volume and surfaces). All the rest of parameters of the modelling have been kept constant
for this analysis with the values referred in Table 7.
L
Jsc(without grid shadow)
Number of bus-bars
Number of contacts per bus-bar

156 mm
36.5 mA/cm2
2 and 3
8

wbase

1 Ωcm
2.45 mm (2 bus-bars)
1.85 mm (3 bus-bars)

ρbase
wbus
wf
hbus
hf
Re

200 μm

100 μm
25 μm
12 μm

45 Ω/sqr

Table 7. Model parameters used in the analysis of the evolution of the cell behaviour when
the technological parameters associated to the screen-printing technology are modified
Results of the modelling are plotted in Fig. 13 for two different situations, with a Voc of 616
mV and for a Voc of 630 mV.

Fig. 13. Modelling results for the efficiency as a function of the finger resistivity and contact
resistance for cells of two and three bus-bars with the optimal design of grid in each case,
when generated current are kept constant and two different Voc are considered. Rest of
parameters for the modelling are taken from Table 7
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As it is shown in the figure a jump in Voc of 14mV has an stronger impact in cell efficiencies
than any possible improvement in the material of the front metallic grid; even when it is use
the resistivity of the pure silver (1.63 μΩcm (Lide, 1974)) for the optimal grid.
When an increase in generated current is studied, as it is shown in the Fig. 14, a similar
result is obtained, showing that although it is possible to improve the solar cell performance
thanks to the pattern optimization and enhancement of the materials properties for the front
grid contact, the improvement of the device design and materials under the front contact
have a bigger importance in the road to the industrial solar cells improvement.

Fig. 14. Modelling results for the efficiency as a function of the finger resistivity and contact
resistance for cells of two and three bus-bars with the optimal design of grid in each case,
when Voc are kept constant and two different generated current are considered (36.5 and
37.5 mA/cm2 without grid shadowing). Rest of parameters for the modelling are taken from
Table 7

7. Coming future for the industrial front face cell definition
7.1 Changes of the device structure
As can be extracted from the previous section, the coming future for the solar cells front face
definition, to get an effective improvement on the energy conversion efficiency, is not only
related to the use of an optimal metal grid definition, but is also related to the introduction
of different device’s structures that will improve the performance of cells.
The Different working lines that can be followed by industry are related to the introduction
in production lines of high efficiency concepts that are being successfully tested by research
institutes and universities, among these lines it can be found several approach such as:
•
To change the silicon surface topology introducing new more efficient texturization
processing (Zhao et al., 1999), (Kumaravelu et al., 2002).
•
And improving the optical performance of these with and optimised design of the antireflective coatings and rear reflector in order to get higher generated current (Nilsen et
al., 2005); (Glunz et al., 2007).
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•

Improving the front, bulk and rear surface electrical passivation in order to enhance the
final open circuit voltage of the devices, by means of better aluminium rear pastes,
using gettering steps or introducing more radical changes in the cell design as a rear
local contact with an improved electrical passivation. (Glunz et al., 2007).
Among all the high efficiency concepts, the idea of a ‘selective emitter’ in the devices is
prone to be one of the first concepts introduced by the industry in its production lines
without the need of radical changes in the production processes. This is why a special
attention must be devoted to this concept.
The concept of ‘selective emitter’ consist in rising the surface doping level in the emitter area
where metal grid will be deposited to improve later on its electrical contact (as it is plotted
in Fig. 15), and keeping a low surface doping level in the rest of the front side of the cell
(area that in that way will be later electrically better passivated) (Green, 1995). This concept
not only improves the generated current due to the improvement of the low wavelength
response of the resulting cell emitters, but also makes the open circuit voltage to rise due to
the improvement in the front surface passivation.

Fig. 15. Selective emitter concept, picture shows a cross section of the upper part of a solar
cell where it can be observe the metal fingers (1); antireflective coating (2) and diffused layer
(3). A different Phosphorus dopant concentration as a function of depth must be appreciated
under the metallic grid (4) and in the non-contacted area (5)
But technical difficulty in obtaining this structure has made the selective emitter concept
typical from fabrication processes of research labs, or implemented in solar cells with more
complex structures and complicated fabrication processes due to the alignment
requirements (as the LGBC or Laser Grove Buried Contact solar cell (Wenham & Green,
1993)), leaving this concept out of simple processing production due to its high
implementation cost.
Apart from the typical microelectronic way to get a selective emitter with several diffusion
steps and using diffusion barriers deposited on the (later on) non contacted areas (with an
expensive photolithographic process due to the restrictive alignment between patterns and
the high number of processing steps), new innovative techniques to get a selective emitter
with screen-printing contacts are appearing recently due to the great industrial interest on
improving photovoltaic device efficiencies (Raabe et al., 2007). All these new techniques can
be classified in two big groups according to the way the selective emitter structure is
obtained:
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A. Selective emitter developed without masking processes, carrying out local phosphorus
diffusion on the wafer surface.
Several alternatives for this kind of processes has been studied, among these, it could be
emphasized:
1. The local deposition of phosphorus sources on the wafer surface by using a screenprinting process previous to the high temperature diffusion step, generating most
highly doped areas in a self-aligned process that only requires the right location of
the contact grid during the metallization step. Different examples of these processes
can be found in (Horzel et al., A 1997); (Horzel et al., B 1997); (Salami et al., 2004).
2. The use of lasers to create, after a soft phosphorus diffusion step in all the cell area,
a higher doped contact area (Besi-Vetrella et al., 1997).
3. Or the use of special metallization pastes that include doping material in its
composition, thereby these pastes are used as a source of dopants for the contact
area during the firing step of the metallization, creating a selective emitter structure
when they are deposited on wafers with a low doped emitter in a self-aligned
fabrication process. Examples of these processes can be found in (Rohatgi et al.,
2001); (Porter et al., 2002); (Hilali et al., 2002).
B. Selective emitter developed using masking processes to protect, with barriers, part of
the front area from the diffusion step (creating zones with a softer diffusion due to these
barriers) (Bultman et al., 2000); (Bultman et al., 2001). Or masking to protect the surface
from a selective etching. As it is refer in (Ruby et al., 1997); (Zerga, A. et al., 2006);
(Haverkamp et al., 2008).
The alternatives exposed in the first group produce a correct selective emitter structure but
have a drawback, after the phosphorus diffusion and the gettering step it introduces, when
it is carried out in super-saturation conditions, the impurities concentrations in the silicon
bulk keep constant, because impurities remain mainly trapped in the ‘dead layer’ that
appears near the surface, without been effectively removed from the device, reducing the
potential impact of the improvement this step could have.
Among the different alternatives of the second group, however, it exists processes that can
carry out an effective reduction of impurities when these include a surface etching, what
result in a better device performance; but also present some drawbacks related to the
needed mask treatments and processing (such as deposition, curing and removing steps),
giving slightly more complex fabrication process.
All the developed alternatives in both groups (with exception of the use of self-doped
metallization pastes) present a fundamental problem for the selective emitter structure, that
is the need of an alignment with the next processing steps for the contact definition,
complicating the fabrication routes. This problem gets worse when it is taken into account
the random deformation screen-printing technique presents for the transferred patterns
with the increase in the number of prints (deformation that is associated to the relaxation of
the fabrics, that compose the screens, and gets a maximum value in the mass production
environment). But appearance of new alignment relaxed device structures concepts
(Caballero, 2009) can help to develop new and easier industrial fabrication processes that
could finally result in the implantation of the selective emitter as a common part of the
typical industrial solar cell device structures. The introduction of the selective emitter
structure would force the re-design of the front contact grid that could present a different
optimal finger separation (with closer fingers) due to the increase in the emitter resistance of
the new cells, but no other additional important changes.
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7.2 The future of the metallic contact definition
Apart from the improvement of the general parameters of the device (Voc and Jsc), as
previous sections has shown, improving the front contact of solar cells is possible and it can
produce an increase in the final efficiency of the industrial solar cells. In this section it will
be reviewed the strategies that research centres and industry are following for a future
improvement of the front grid.
The approach for improving the front grid is based on increasing the aspect ratio of the
cross-section of fingers as it is shown in Fig. 16, reducing the seepages that increase the
shadowing factor of the grid without reducing the grid resistance, increasing the finger
height, and reducing its width in order to produce a lower grid shadowing.

Fig. 16. Future improvement of the metal finger cross-section
Several strategies can be followed or will be followed by the industry with this purpose;
from the introduction of slight modifications or changes of the nowadays production
technology, such as:
1. Optimising the paste composition with different combinations of the silver
particles with different shapes and sizes, in order to maximise the finger heights
after printing.
2. Optimising the printing process, modifying the fabrics and emulsions
characteristics in the screens, and the processing parameters to reduce the paste
seepages during printing.
3. Introducing a heated chuck inside the standard printer units in order to produce an
increase in resolution by heating the wafer substrates during printing process.
Reaching finger width as lower as 50 microns (Erath et al., 2009).
4. Substituting the standard pastes by the Hotmelt technology pastes (Williams et al.,
2002) that produce an improved aspect ratio of the final metal fingers. This
technology changes the traditional solvent of the paste by a long Chain alcohol
with a melting point in the range of 40 to 90ºC, so final paste needs a heated screen
to be disposed.
To the introduction of additional processing steps, that needs the addition of new machines
in the production lines, such as:
5. Growing pure silver over the screen-printed contact in an electrolytic bath,
reducing the resistance of the fingers and improving the contact resistance in its
edges, due to the silver filling of the empty space of the fingers volume.
Several approaches can be found in the market, based on the classical electrolytic
growing, that needs a current contact with the front grid, or based on the LIP
technique (Pysch et al., 2008); (Glunz et al., 2008) that doesn’t need any contact. In
both cases grid fingers width increases after processing.
Or the complete change of the technology for the contact definition using new techniques
nowadays under development, in research projects of several companies and institutions,
such as:
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6.

Growing the complete finger in an electrolytic processing, but defining previously
a grid which is used as a seed for the electrolytic grown with narrow lines to avoid
an excessive increase of the final finger width.
This seed for growing could be produced with an electroless nickel plating over the
bare emitter silicon (Glunz et al., 2008) (processing that would introduce
previously, a masking of the front silicon nitride layer using an inkjet printing
system to deposit the mask with the needed definition of lines; and an etching of
the masked structure to open the nitride layer), or defined with new promising
techniques such as inkjet printing (Mills & Branning, 2009), aerosol jet printing
(technique able to reach finger definition of 40 microns) (Hörteis et al., 2008), or
laser direct-printing (able to reach a finger definition below 20 microns) (Shin et al.,
2008); (Arnold et al., 2004) over the silicon nitride layer (with its later firing through
previous to the electrolytic growing) or also over the bare silicon emitter
(processing that would need also a previously masked etchings of the nitride).
The introduction of the plating of new materials to grow the contact grid can reduce
additionally the final cost of the metallization step. Thus, copper with a good conductive
properties (97.61% of the silver conductivity (Brady et al., 2002)), is stirring up the industrial
interest on the creation of new multiple metal layer contact such as:
Seed of Nickel/ Copper/ Tin
Seed of Silver/ Nickel/ Cooper/ Tin or
Directly Copper without seed/ Tin
On the other hand, situation for the back aluminium contact of cells is different because it is
not related with the improvement of resolution, but with the need of an improvement in Voc
to increase the final cell efficiencies. In this case the possible paths for industry to follow are:
•
Improving the characteristics of the Aluminium pastes for the total bsf device structure,
designing new formulations of the used pastes and removing the limitation that
nowadays the aluminium contact has, related with the bowing of devices during the
firing process, by means of, for example, adding special thermal treatments processing
(Huster, 2005).
•
Changing the total rear contact by a local rear contact where non contacted areas must
be passivated with a new deposited layer with improved properties of passivation for p
type silicon. Laser techniques for the creation of the local contacts (Schneiderlöchner et
al., 2002); (Tucci et al., 2008) are taking a good position to be industrialised for the
creation of this kind of local contacted structures.

8. Conclusions
This chapter has presented the technique used by the mass production industry to define
the contacts of the silicon solar cell, its basic principles and factors that have an influence in
its result with the main aim of giving an introductory view of a technique responsible for
the development and expansion of the nowadays photovoltaic terrestrial market.
It has been shown how through a simple analytical modelling the performance of different
designs for the front contact in the commercial solar cells can be optimised and compared.
And a quick review of the coming changes in the device structure design, and the future
techniques that are under research to substitute the screen-printing technology have been
done in order to give an idea of how the industry can evolve in the coming years.
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